
This is my monthly newsletter to tell you what is going on in my fiber world.
icandyfiberart is an expression of my love of quilting and fiber, and I plan on sharing
my inspirations, creations and skills with you. Join me, as I start this digital journey,
and I welcome you and your comments. 

September 2017

Art from Nature - Lines, color, texture
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On a recent trip to the east coast of the Maine I noticed lines everywhere.  In the rocks, in
the trees, in the sky.  How about you?  Have you noticed how nature can really give us so
much for our art.  These rocks and plants simplified to just lines would give us angles and
groupings.  Can't you see this in an art quilt or a modern adaptation?  I always think about
nature's colors too when someone asks how do you pick the colors in your quilts.  Nature
gives us beauty - pay attention.  The yellows and purples in spring, the oranges and reds
in autumn.  Even the grays, blacks and whites of winter.  Look around.

A new variety of Dresden - Candy Stripes all Grown Up
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I love playing with the wedge that started my Dresden journey.  This one is just squared
off, instead of round.  I also use the wedge now in borders.  Watch for some blog posts
and website posts that will show how to just use the wedge in different ways.

Teaching this class at the Quilted Fox in St. Louis October 14th, 2017
https://www.quiltedfox.com/module/class.htm?classId=216309
and at Quilt Camp in Arrow Rock, Missouri, April 30-May4, 2018.
http://www.arrowrockquiltcamp.com/

Watch for more fun Dresden wedge based quilts next newsletter.  I have a new
grouping coming out using a wedge shape and a half yard bundle. 
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Contact: candycequilts@gmail.com

Copyright © 2017 icandyfiberart, All rights reserved.
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